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CS6304 / Analog and Digital Communication 
UNIT-V -- MULTI-USER RADIO COMMUNICATION 

 
PART-A 

1.  Define orbit. 
  The satellite can be rotated around the earth through various paths. These paths are 
called orbits of the satellite. These orbits are u-sed to cover the specific application areas. 
2. What is a satellite system? 
  A satellite  system  consists  of  one  or  more  satellite  space  vehicles,  a ground – 
based station to control the operation of the system, and a user network of earth stations. 
3.  State the basic function of satellite transponder. 
  The t ransmi t ter -receiver combinat ion  in  the sa te l l i t e  i s  known as  a 
transponder. The basic function of a transponder is amplification and frequency translation. 
4.  List the satellite orbits. 
          Satellite orbits about the earth are either circular or elliptical. The satellite orbits are: 
Inclined orbit, Polar orbit, Equatorial orbit 
5.  Define inclined orbit. 
  Inclined  orbits  are  virtually  all  orbits  except  those  that  travel  directly above the 
equator or directly over the north and south poles. 
6.  Define polar orbit. 
  Satellite orbits with inclinations of 90°are called polar orbit. Polar orbits are used for 
special applications like navigational satellites. 
7.  Define geostationary orbit. 
  The circular equatorial orbit is exactly in the plane of equator on earth. All the points in 
this orbit are at equal distance from earth surface, and a satellite in this orbit appears to be 
stationary to the point of earth. Therefore this orbit is called geostationary orbit. 
8.  Define geosynchronous orbit. 
  When the inclination of the orbit is not zero and eccentricity is not zero, it is called as 
geosynchronous orbit. The period of geosynchronous orbit is equal to the period of revolution 
of earth with itself. 
9.  Define perigee and apogee. 
  The point in the orbit where the satellite is closest to the earth is called the perigee. 
The point in the orbit where the satellite is farthest from the earth is called the apogee. 
10.  Define angle of inclination and angle of elevation. 
Angle of inclination: It is the angle between the earth’s equatorial plane and the orbital plane 
of a satellite measured counter clockwise at the point in the orbit where it crosses the 
equatorial plane traveling from south to north. 
Angle of elevation: It is the vertical angle formed between the direction of travel of an 
electromagnetic wave radiated from an earth station antenna pointing directly toward a satellite 
and the horizontal plane. 
11. State the laws of planetary motion. 
  Kepler’s law may be simply stated as  
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(1) the planets move in ellipses with the sun at  one  focus, 
(2) the line joining the sun and a planet sweeps out equal areas in equal intervals of time, 
and  
(3) the square of the time of revolution of a planet divided by the cube of its mean distance 
form the sun gives a number that is the same for all planets. 
12. How are satellites classified based on elevation? 
i. Low earth orbit (LEO): 1 GHz -2.5 GHz 
ii. Medium Earth orbit (MEO): 1.2GHz-1.66 GHz 
iii. Geosynchronous earth orbit (GEO): 2 GHz -18 GHz 
13. Define Azimuth angle. 
  It is defined as the horizontal pointing angle of an earth station antenna. 
14. Define a transponder. What is its basic function? 
  A satellite radio repeater is called a transponder. It is an RF-RF repeater. 
15. What is a footprint? 
  The geographical representation of a satellite antenna’s radiation pattern is called a 
footprint or footprint map. 
16. What is station keeping? 
The process of maneuvering a satellite within a pre assigned window is called station 
keeping. 
17. State the uplink frequency and downlink frequency. 
  A typical uplink frequency is 6 GHz and a common downlink frequency is 4 GHz. 
18. What are the techniques for increasing channel capacity? 
  Two of the techniques for increasing channel capacity are: 
• Frequency reuse 
• Spatial isolation 
19. What are the major subsystems in a communication satellite? 
  The major subsystems in a communication satellite are 
• Communications subsystems 
• Power subsystems 
• Telemetry tracking and control (TTC) subsystems 
• Propulsion subsystems 
• Attitude stabilization subsystems 
• Antenna subsystems 
20. What is the basic transponder configuration? 
     There are three basic transponder configurations used in communication systems. They 
are 
• Single conversion transponder 
• Double conversion transponder 
• Regenerative transponder 
21. State the major subsystems in a satellite earth station. 
   The major subsystems in a satellite earth station are: 
• Transmit subsystems 
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• Receive subsystems 
• Power subsystems 
• Antenna subsystems 
• Telemetry tracking and control (TTC) subsystems 
• Ground control equipment (GCE) subsystems. 
 
22. List the applications of a satellite 
Some of the applications of a satellite are: 
• Surveillance or observation 
• Navigation 
 TV broadcast 
• Satellite telephones 
23 What are the advantages of cellular systems? 

 Higher Capacity 
 Less transmission Power 
 Local interference only 
 Robustness 

24. What are the disadvantages of cellular systems? 
 Infrastructure needed 
 Handover needed 
 Frequency Planning 

25. Define Cluster 
Cells are combined in cluster. 

26. Define frequency management 
Frequency management refers to designating set-up channels and voice Channels, 

numbering the channels and grouping the voice channels into subsets. 
27. What is channel assignment? 

Channel assignment refers to the allocation of specific channels to cell sites and mobile 
units. 
28. Define Multiple Access and what are the major types of Multiple Accesses? 

For high quality communication, many mobile users to share simultaneously a finite 
amount of radio spectrum is called multiple Access. There are four major types of multiple 
access. These are (i) Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) (ii) Time Division multiple 
Access (iii) Space Division Multiple Access (iv) Code division Multiple Access. 
29. Define CDMA. 

Code Division Multiple Access systems use codes with certain characteristics to separate 
different users. To enable access to the shared medium without interference, the users use the 
same frequency and time to transmit data. The main problem is to find good codes and to 
separate this signal from noise. The good code can be found the following 2 characteristic 

 Orthogonal & 
 Autocorrelation. 

30. Define Attenuation 
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Whenever the output signal is lesser than the input signal it is called as loss.Any signal 
passing through a device that is exhibiting loss has to experience “attenuation.” It is nothing but 
reduction in signal strength mainly at higher frequency ranges, and at receiving end this 
attenuated signal has reduced voltage levels. 
31. Define Data rate and Band width 

The data rate in communication represents the speed at which the message is transmitted. 
Bandwidth is the range of frequenices and represented as BW=f2-f1, where f1 and f2 are the first 
and last frequenices of the signal graph.  
 
32. What is the advantage of cell splitting concept? 

In this technique the total number of users at a time will be increased so that traffic 
congestion in the area can be avoided. Also a set of lowest power antennas can be used in place 
of single antenna for the entire region so that the cellular coverage efficiency will be definitely 
high. 
33. What is frequency reuse? 

The same carrier frequencies are reused in cellular communication for effective spectrum 
utilization. 
34. Define Handoff? 

Handoff is the procedure for changing the assignment of a mobile unit from one BS to 
another as the mobile unit moves from one cell to another. Handoff is the principle used to 
continue that call established in mobile communication. When subscriber is towards the cell 
boundary the signal strength reduces by which BTS of that cell handover the call to the net BTS 
of another cell where the subscriber enters. 
35. What is GSM? 

The primary goal of GSM (Global System for Mobile communication) was provide a 
mobile phone system that allows users to roam and provides voice services compatible to ISDN 
and other PSTN systems. 
36. Specify the security services offered by GSM. 

Access control and authentication 
Confidentiality 
Anonymity 

37. What is TDMA? 
In time division multiple access, the time of the channel is shared by multiple 

users.  Complete bandwidth of the channel is available to the user in given time slot. 
TDMA is in satellite communication. 
38. What does CEPT stand for? 

Conference of European Postal and Telecommunication Administrations (CEPT) is a 
commonly used TDMA frame format for digital satellite systems. 
39. What are the features of code division multiple accesses? 
1. It does not require external synchronization networks. 
2. CDMA offers gradual degradation in performance when the no. of users is 
increased but it is easy to add new user to the system. 
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3. If offers an external interference rejection capability. 
 

PART - B 
1. Write notes on satellite elevation categories and satellite orbital patterns. 
2. Explain the satellite system with a neat block diagram. 
3. State and explain the laws of planetary motion. 
4. What is a geosynchronous satellite? Discuss its advantages and disadvantages. 
5. Explain CDMA and also give the orthogonal condition of the signals in CDMA. 
6. Explain about various multiple access schemes. 
7. With neat sketch explain about cellular systems. 
8. Draw and explain the architecture of GSM. 
9. Write about AMPS. 
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